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•  WHAT?  A redlink is an internal link which signifies that the 
linked-to page does not exist. A redlist is a list of redlinks. 

•  WHO? Everyone; anyone. Some communities, such as 
WikiProject Women in Red (WiR), have developed an 
extensive body of redlists (>300). 

•  WHEN?  Use for all events.  

INTRODUCTION 



INTRODUCTION cont. 
•  WHERE? WiR redlists are maintained in the project 

Navbox template. 

•  WHY? We place an equal value in redlist development as 
we do in article creation. 



TYPES 
•  CROWD-SOURCED:  Missing articles within a specific scope; 

preferably at least one reference. 

•  DICTIONARY-SOURCED:  Dictionaries, anthologies, other 
books.  

•  WIKIDATA-GENERATED:  Created using SPARQL; updated by 
Listeriabot. 

•  BY IDENTIFIER (ODNB):  Base Léonore, Bibliothèque nationale 
de France, CiNii, Czech National Authority Database, 
Freebase, Integrated Authority File, International Standard 
Name Identifier, Library of Congress Control Number, 
National Library of Australia, ORCID, Système universitaire de 
documentation, Union List of Artist Names, Virtual 
International Authority File, Web NDL Authorities 



CONSIDERATIONS 
•  Serves as a basis for creating new articles. 

•  All new articles must satisfy Wikipedia's notability criteria. 

•  Check for systemic bias. 

•  Some of the "redlinks" listed have articles in other 
language Wikipedias, but many have not yet been 
covered in any Wikipedia; translation assistance is 
welcome.  

•  Feel free to remove any links that turn blue. 



CONSIDERATIONS cont. 
•  If crowd-sourced: 

•  Provide references whenever possible 

•  Incomplete, under development, so you can help by 
adding to it.   

•  If you know of a missing article(s) which belongs on the 
list, add to the existing sections or start a new section if 
none of the existing sections is a good fit (it doesn't 
matter if the new redlink is the only one in a section).  



WHAT’S NEW? 
•  Librarian in Residence for your community to coordinate 

your program 



EXAMPLES 
Crowd-sourced redlist 

Wikidata-generated redlist 

Dictionary-generated redlist 



EXAMPLES 
By identifier redlist 
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WikiProject Women in Red’s redlist index: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Women_in_Red 

 


